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Require to observe MKV files on your 3G cell phones and failed to do it? This publish is certainly
going to show you a fast and straightforward way to enjoy MKV files on 3G phones by converting
MKV to 3GPï¼ˆhttp://www.media-video-converter.com/how-to-convert-mkv-to-3gp/ï¼‰.

Converting MKV to 3GP is a hassle-free together with fast process if you use a MKV converter,
which may convert MKV to 3GP without quality loss as well as allow you to customize the video as
well as add your individual watermark. Meanwhile, it will be able to enable you to change MKV to
varied audio and also video formats as well as portable devices.

Now, download the MKV converterï¼ˆhttp://www.media-video-converter.com/mkv-converter/ï¼‰ and
also install it.

1. Load the MKV videos

Commence the MKV converter and click â€œaddâ€• to import the MKV videos. you may input numerous
MKV files since batch conversion is provided for you. And then, you might double click the video file
for previewing.

2. Set the output

Go to the drop down box of â€œProfileâ€• to pick 3GP as the output format. you may input 3GP in the
search box to locate related 3GP formats you need.

3. Edit the video

For much better output, you may simply click â€œeditâ€• to enter in the editing panel. Trim video length,
crop play region, set visual effects and also add watermarks. customize exported file as you would
like.

4. Settings

This MKV converter provides a settings panel, exactly where we will change the audio and also
video parameters such as bite rate, video codec, sample rate, and so on so as to get exact output.

5. Convert MKV to 3GP

For completing the conversion from MKV to 3GP, you should revisit the home interface and click
â€œconvertâ€•. This MKV converter could rapidly complete MKV to 3GP converting and also show you an
output shortcut following the conversion.

Click the shortcut icon to watch the output video.
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